BIOSPHERIC PICTURES PRESENTS

PASSION
FIRST THERE WAS NOTHING....THEN THERE WAS EVERYTHING

“Music is an
irreplaceable
instrument
in uniting
people.”
Jose Antonio Abreu
FOUNDER OF EL SISTEMA

BIOSPHERIC PICTURES
PRESENTS PASSION.

FOR MAT:

The film Passion is a documentary journey filled with hope, vitality and passion.
We travel through enviroments where crime, addiction and poverty are more or less constantly present.
But in this darkness, there is a light. The Music.

GE NR E :

The musical and social experiment El Sistema was started forty years ago in the ghettos of Caracas. Until this day,
more than 5 miljon kids in over 60 countries learned how to play an instrument and how to cooperate in an orchestra.
Kids (and grown-ups) who earlier might have given up on everything, are now with an identity and therefore filled with
hope for the future. I am skilled at something. I am someone. I want something.

S TAT U S :

El Sistema ideas are now spreading all over the world, with great force and success through the all the layers of
society. The international media is treating El Sistema with a mixture of humble praises and on the other hand, critism
concerning top-down management, blind discipline and secteristic behavour. It’s starting to look like one of all those
success stories , were everything starts to spin in a very high speed, and were the ending is far beyond reach.

2017

But that´s not the story we want to tell. With the film Passion, we want to go down to the roots, to the sites and to the
small part of the world were El Sistema once started. The places were the power of music succeded in turning the progress for each individual kid and even for whole societies all together.
We travel to crime-strained ghettos i Latin America , to orphanages in Greenland were the kids been driven from their
homes because of their parents alkoholism, to the every-day life of political oppression in Palestine, and to Scotland,
were the upgrowing kids already are marked by the effects of unemployment. But, in these societies, and other similar
places, music is beginning to make a difference. Music is starting to turn things over.
The film Passion is a search for the power behind this phenomena. It´s an explosive story where rock-hard destinys are
woven together with the healing power hidden in the most cross-boundary art form of humanity – music.

DUR: CINEMA 90 MIN.
T V: 2 X 52 MI N.

D OCU ME NTARY

P R E -P R OD U CT I ON. FI NANCI NG.
P R E MI E R E :

PASSION, THE STORY.
Passion is a documentary travelogue, a journey to forlorn places where new
dreams have started to sprout.
LAURA is a nine years old cello player. She lives in the small and poor village of
Raploch in Scotland. Only four out of one hundred of the children here attend higher education. Domestic violence is common. Alcohol and drug abuse is prevalent.
Lisa comes from one of the most vulnerable families in Raploch. She walks one mile
four times a week, carrying her cello, to be able to play with the orchestra.
RUKI was 6 years old when he saw his entire family being swept away by the tsunami when it struck the east cost of Japan on 11 March 2011. Kano was 54 years
when he the same day lost his wife and his only child. Both Ruki and Kano got to
know about El Sitema at a therapeutic meeting for people affected by the tsunami.
Today they are friends and play in the same orchestra.
JIM grew up in an orphanage which is not unusual in the small Greenlandic village. When El Sistema’s Ron Davis first got there Jim was traumatized and introvert.
He did not want anything to do with any orchestra. After some time Ron succeed in
getting him in. When we meet Jim, he sits behind the orchestra percussion looking
quite pleased. In two seconds he tells his life story. ”My mum is gone and dad is in
prison. That’s all I know”.
BETTY, born in 1986, grew up in the slums of Caracas. When she was five, her
older brother got shot right in front of her eyes. A few months later she connected
with El Sistema and began trying out different instruments. Today she is one of Venezuela’s most prominent concert pianists.

THE PRODUCTION COMPANY.
Biospheric Pictures is a Stockholm, Sweden based media company focusing on connecting people, breaking barriers
and borders through the power of story. Our primary focus is on the international market through film and television
with a special focus on new media.
THE PLANET (documentary 2006)
The most extensive documentary project ever being produced in Scandinavia. The film crew worked for more than 2
years and visited over 25 countries around the world. The extraordinary visual style and the unexpected content in The
Planet managed to unlock the alienated attitudes many people had built up in relation to global- and climate change
issues.Part of the leading team behind The Planet started the film company Biospheric Pictures to continue working
with global issues on film.
THE PLAN (documentary 2010)
A follow up to The Planet. “Climate change, population growth, species extinction and resource consumption are
running wild. More and more people are confronting these challenges with individual plans and initiatives. If all this
power, creativity and optimism could be coordinated we might change the world before it’s to late.”
I SEE (experiments 2012 - 2013)
I See is an audio-visual project testing state of the art streaming techniques in order to create an immersive real time
documentary experience.
TWIMO (experiments 2013 - 2014)
Twimo is a research project investigating architectural and audio-visual crossexpressionns as a way to inspire global
awerness.
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